Want more people to see your latest article?

Make the most of your connections!

There are more channels available to you than you might think! How can your connections help you achieve greater impact for your work?

**Use your institution**

Your institution has a large reach – use it. Give the press office key highlights from your work and ask if they’ll help promote it through their publicity channels or emails.

**Use your society**

Affiliated with a society? See if there are any speaking opportunities that would allow you to present your research in a more formal setting.

**Newsletters**

Ask your institution or the journal’s society if they’d be willing to include your article in any newsletters they run.

**Harness the power of social media**

Go beyond your own network. Ask your institution, department, society, or the journal's society if they'd be willing to post about your article.

**Tip:** Tag these relevant accounts in your own social posts to make it easier for them to reshare your work.